Sun / UV Protection
Research Phase 3
Product Expert Interview & User Observation
Holly, Joe, Zena

Identification of Experts
Science:
dermatologist,
atmospheric
scientist

Extreme lack
of exposure:
Abayas

Corporate: Sales clerk or designers
of sun protection-ware

Desired Exposure: Sunbathers/
tanners

Sun worshipper:
wicken? Historian
of ancient
religions?

Outdoors-person:
construction,
landscaping, athlete,
farmer, athlete

Cultural
preference
to pale
skin

Hypersensitivity:
Allergies,
Albinos

Logistical Reality
Outdoors-person

Farmer

Corporate/
Design
Clothing Designer

Hypersensitivity

Sun Allergy

Sun Allergy

Interview / Observational Methods
Methods
● If possible, interview in the domaine of
where interaction (sun protection)
happens
● Avoid being too restricted by
questions. Treated questions as a
broad conceptual framework from
which to start from.
● Sought goal oriented questions instead
of task oriented questions
● Encourage story telling
● Ask for show and tell
● Avoid leading questions
Keep an Eye Towards:
● Behaviors, attitudes and aptitudes of
potential users
● Vocabulary and social aspects of
domaine
● How existing products are used
● How does this question fit into the
larger context of their lives
● What are the goals and motivations
behind the products they currently use

Types of Questions
● Goal Oriented Questions:
Goals, Opportunity, Priorities, Information
● System-Oriented Questions:
Function, Frequency, Preference, Failure,
● Workflow-Oriented Questions:
Process, Occurrence and recurrence, Exc
● Attitude-Oriented Questions:
Aspiration, Avoidance, Motivation

Adapted from "About Face: The
Essentials of Interaction Design"
Alan Cooper

Expert 1: Matthew: Farmer
Background:
● 34 years old, enjoys
working outdoors:
spiritually rewarding
● Has bad farmer's tan
despite wearing sunscreen
● Used to work in front of
computer
● Survivor of early-stage
melanoma
● Enjoys/endorses getting a
base-tan

Routine/Typical Day:
● Up before sunrise to work -- needs to avoid midday
sun
● Applies sunscreen when sun gets stronger.
Sunglasses.

Preferences/Aspirations/Attitude:
● In regards to sunscreen -- a non-greasy, longer-lasting
cream would be a welcome improvement
● Wants a sunblock that worked thru June-September
● Procrastinates wearing sun protection if already in process
of working. Takes the risk of burning, instead.
● Prefers not to wear heavy clothing in hot sun, prone to
overheating.
● Wants to avoid re-applying since it disrupts work

●
●

Wears wide-brimmed hat
Sweats a lot throughout day

Takeaway:
● Doesn't wear sun-protective
clothing because it is too heavy
and causes over-heating &
sweating in direct sunlight
● Sweating heavily causes
sunscreen to wear off.
● Disadvantage to re-apply
● Wears hat, but is that enough?

Product Poetry:
Sun/UV Protection

Research: Product Expert
Interview & User Observation

Holly, Zena & Joe

Product Poetry:
Sun/UV Protection

Identification of Experts
- Science: dermatologist, atmospheric scientist
- Sun worshipper: wicken? Historian of ancient religions
- Desired Exposure: Sunbathers/ tanners
- Extreme lack of exposure: Abayas
- Outdoors-person: construction, landscaping, athlete,
farmer, athlete
- Corporate: Sales clerk or designers of sun protectionware
- Cultural preference to pale skin
- Hyper-sensitivity: Allergies, Albinos

Product Poetry:
Sun/UV Protection

Interview / Observational Methods
Types of Questions:
Goal Oriented Questions:
- Goals, Opportunity, Priorities, Information.
Methods:
System-Oriented Questions:
- If possible, interview in the domain of where
- Function, Frequency, Preference, Failure, Expertise.
interaction (sun protection) happens
Workflow-Oriented Questions:
- Avoid being too restricted by questions.
- Process, Occurrence and recurrence, Exception.
- Treated questions as a broad conceptual
Attitude-Oriented Questions:
framework from which to start from.
- Sought goal oriented questions instead of task - Aspiration, Avoidance, Motivation.
oriented questions.
- Encourage story telling.
Keep an Eye Towards:
- Ask for show and tell.
- Behaviors, attitudes and aptitudes of potential users.
- Avoid leading questions.
- Vocabulary and social aspects of domain.
- How existing products are used?
- How does this question fit into the larger context of their
lives?
- What are the goals and motivations behind the products they
currently use?

Product Poetry:
Sun/UV Protection

Expert 1: Matthew: Farmer
Background:
- 34 years old, enjoys working outdoors,
spiritually rewarding.
- Has bad farmer's tan despite wearing
sunscreen.
- Used to work in front of computer.
- Survivor of early-stage melanoma.
- Enjoys/endorses getting a base-tan.

Types of Questions:
Goal Oriented Questions:
- Goals, Opportunity, Priorities, Information.
System-Oriented Questions:
- Function, Frequency, Preference, Failure, Expertise.
Workflow-Oriented Questions:
- Process, Occurrence and recurrence, Exception.
Attitude-Oriented Questions:
- Aspiration, Avoidance, Motivation.

Keep an Eye Towards:
- Behaviors, attitudes and aptitudes of potential users.
- Vocabulary and social aspects of domain.
- How existing products are used?
- How does this question fit into the larger context of their
lives?
- What are the goals and motivations behind the products they
currently use?

Product Poetry:
Sun/UV Protection

Expert 1: Matthew: Farmer

Expert 2: Susie, Sun Allergy
Decisions, Decisions:
Determined by:
1. PRICE
2. NATURAL/
ORGANIC

Background:
● 32 years old, high school teacher in urban setting
● Sensitive to sun since early age. Burns easily.
● Sun allergy diagnosed formally in college
● Has parent who is also allergic to the sun

Routine:
● Applies sunscreen moisturizer
in A.M., only on face -- Doesn't
re-apply
● Keeps aloe handy in case
burned even when wearing
sunsreen
● Takes Vitamin D supplement
● Wears UV-coated sunglasses
● Takes note of UV index of the
day

Aspirations:
● Hopes for SPF-rated UV-coated
sunglasses -->
● A more readily accessible /
international UPF-like system for
clothing to correspond with the
UV index of the day
● UVA/UVB awareness
● More affordable UPF-rated
clothing for outdoors workers
Lifestyle

●
●
●
●
●

...
3. QUALITY AND
EFFECTIVENESS

Spends most time indoors
Avoids beach
Unusual to be exposed to sun
much
Walks to/from school when sun is
not strong
Trusted brands for spf
effectiveness, not anymore

Fashion over Functionality
●
●
●

Only wears sun hats when it matches
outfit, but likeable hats hard to find
Doesn't wear hats much because hair
becomes matted & brim gets sweaty
Will wear short sleeves (& sunscreen on
arms) rather than long sleeves when in
sun so she can hopefully tan -- believes
base-tan will help allergies

Expert 3: Annelle, Sun Allergy
Background:
- 26 year old female PhD Candidate.
- Area of study involves extensive research periods in the
Middle East.
- Always been sensitive to sun, diagnosed with sun allergy
in Cyprus 2006
- History of skin cancer in immediate family

Identity
- Shares / bonds with mother
- "Plurality of beauty"

Temporality
- hardly speaks of present.
- Focus is on the past (no burns
up to 18), and the future
(controlling the long-term
damage from the sun [wrinkles])
- Has tried a little tan,
exhilarating, but will not
continue

Episode
-Characterized by foreignness
-implicit in this is ignorance & trust

Annelle

Trust
-knows what works
-hardly experiments with products
or the extent of her own tolerance
-keeps sunglasses b/c trusts their
meaning and value (monetary &
symbolic) even though she's
skeptical
-mother plays big role.

Routine/
Comfort
Zone

Practicality
- function over fashion
-Sticks to a (simple) routine
-cost, one big factor why she
doesn't experiment
- knows it works, another factor
why she doesn't experiment
-Always is prepared, (economic)

Expert 3: Clothing Designer

Expert 4: Kelly Kalley, Fashion
Designer/Athlete
Background:
- 26 year old graduate of Media, Culture, and
Communication Studies / NYU.
- Fashion Designer / created her own line of sports bras in
2010.
- Competes in marathons and triathlons.
- Grandfather died from skin cancer.

Business
- Started her business out of a
personal need. After signing up
for her first marathon she was
looking for a sports bra that fit
her style and had a pocket.
- Has researched fabrics with
SPF for her line, but has not
found fabrics that fit her image.
- Planning a skincare line every product will have SPF.
- After function of product, scent
and packaging are important to
her.

Identity
- Passionate/Driven Business
owner.
- Glamour girl.

Episode

Kelly

- Has early childhood memories of
her grandmother always wearing
sunglasses (her grandmother told
her it was to protect her from the
sun).

Practicality
Routine/
Comfort/
Business

Husband - Athlete (also applies sun block and wears sunglasses).

- Applies 75 SPF to her face daily.
- Is able to afford expensive sun
block, but after trying several
brands she chooses to use
Neutrogena.
- Wears sunglasses everyday.

Expert 1: Athlete

